9th November 2017
Run Number 359

The Stage Door Tap, The Queen's Royal, Marine Promenade, New Brighton
FCUK, Overdrive, Cleopatra, Eccles, Sgt Bilko, Only Me, Compo, OTT, Hansel, Virgin on the
Ridiculous (Hare), Breast Stroke, Snoozanne, Mad Hatter, Victim, Wigan Pier, Carthief
It all started earlier in the week with Compo offering guidance on how to enter the pub.
I was at Queens Royal this lunchtime and took the opportunity to check the bar!
The Stage Door Tap is the bar and is located within the hotel.
Its Alternative Entrance is from Waterloo Road.
If you use the main entrance on Marine Promenade you have to go through the dining room
to get to the bar. To do this would be Virgin on the Ridiculous.
Carthief joined in the fun
That only took Ten Seconds to Compr(o)ehend.
Compo (having more spare time than the rest of us)
I bought a Dyson, Cyclone, vacuum cleaner last week. For my Auntie !!
Snoozanne responded
Must have been your Aunty Anne… and presumably after all that effort you told her you
‘Needed a snooze, Anne’
Compo continued
I was just listening to my favourite Rolling Stones album "Bridges to Babylon".
Track 12, (Car)Thief in the Night !!
Carthief came back with
This is getting painful. I think that I will hide Under The Table and (Wigan) peer out
occasionally to see if the storm is Over(drive)
Auntie Cyclone vented his opinion
What a load of (Hover)crap. I wonder if anyone has the (Austin)power to put an end to it

VirginOnTheRidiculous was more resigned
I doubt it! If we ask them to stop they would probably tell us where the FCUK to go and we
would only end up as VICTIMs!
FCUK appeared frustrated
All these puns are completely OTT, they Go On Go On,
A suggestion that these be recorded in the Trash was met with (by 10”). “I could do though I
thought it was getting a bit OTT”
“Let’s be Cle(op)a(t)r(a) this has to stop” never made it into emails but your scribe did not
want to leave her out.
Nearer to the start time but somewhat closer than she would have liked Eccles wrote on
WhatsApp “Help! Don’t GI without me”
The assembled Pack considered the options (or would have done if they had seen the
message before Eccles appeared) Gather Inside, Gallop Inland, Guffaw Intensely? Several
minds would have boggled until it was realised that I is next to O on the keyboard.
Hash Flash took the photo without the late arrivals

Only Me volunteered to take a photo with Overdrive in the photo.

She managed this one

just before the phone left her hands and flew across to be caught by Overdrive (with a look
of horror on his face it being a rather expensive phone).

The Hare described the markings and said that there were plenty of opportunities for play.

The latecomers made sure that their presence was recorded

It took a while to find the trail with the Hare giving nothing away and Compo complaining that
he liked to find trail early to warm up.
Running east towards the Mersey and the castellated route (to slow the FRBs down) we ran
past the Black Pearl looking very ghostly

and into Vale Park where the PT sign beckoned

Victim said that it looked as if he was back at Chester zoo where one of his jobs was to
check on the safety of the children’s playground.

Leaving Vale Park we headed south and then west going uphill. At least most of us did with
Only Me getting lost. Arriving at the next

we realised that Only Me was missing and Hansel ran back looking for her with Carthief
going part way before realising that such an experienced hasher would always succeed.
Meanwhile the PT continued

Heading onwards the
was spotted

Arriving back at the pub, several Hashers were relieved to find Only Me safely back but OTT
was searching for Hansel who was not lost.

We assembled on the promenade where Cleopatra produced delicious sandwiches and
cakes left over from Halloween (the cakes that is not the sandwiches). Snoozanne brought
along the beer expecting Carthief to return the cups which he had left in his car having
accepted a lift from Wigan Pier.

Down-Downs
Hare (without cups she faked the D-D)

Latecomers Eccles, Hansel, OTT, MadHatter, Snoozanne
Sgt Bilko. Had his own announcement on the train (having forced the train doors open thus
delaying everyone else) and put his feet on the seat.
Victim For looking at his phone whilst crashing into a trash bin.
Only Me, Visitor from Cambridge H3.
Only Me For getting lost
Hansel, Mad Hatter “not lost” Hashers
OTT for calling for the “not lost” Hashers.
Only Me. Aerial photography Taking selfie and almost dropping Overdrive’s phone. Flying
phone
Carthief. Forgetting the beer and glasses.
In the pub afterwards CT and Only Me worked out that they had run together in HK in 1992.

